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Revision Revision Date Revision notes 
0.0 2/06/2020  Document created from DIRT handbook. See previous handbook for previous revisions. 

1.0 2/21/2020  Released version 

2.0 5/27/2020 

 Fixed image numbering bugs 
 Updated info around grounding of OPGW and shield wire 
 Added photos and info on bent pins 
 Updated some photos 
 Removed unnecessary and confusing info from cotter key section 
 Moved info regarding automatic splices in guys to the guys section 
 Added more examples of damaged insulators 
 Brought priority codes around cracked poles into agreement with updated ETPM 
 Updated guidance on foundation sealant (mastic) on towers 
 Added further examples of c-hook wear, including diagrams and on wood poles 
 Added information on wood poles and stubs 
 Updated two-three pole structure guide 
 Added guidance for “USA” and mid-construction poles 

3.0 7/31/2020 

 Removed guidance for USA poles 
 Added table to help identify “F” of FDA for each pole type 
 Added guidance for foundations based on contamination areas 
 Added additional photos of bent pins 
 Removed FDA and priority on lightly contaminated insulators 
 Added example of FDA and priority for missing anti-climbing guard 
 Clarified and removed priority from hardware corrosion example 
 Clarified guidance on stub poles regarding priority assignment 
 Adjusted priorities on examples of missing bolts on hardware 
 Improved wording throughout 
 Fixed formatting of some tables to improve readability 
 Added section on structure tags 
 Improved wording in many photo captions to clarify descriptions 
 Updated priority on example images of guys 
 Updated FDA table with additional guidance, particularly regarding vegetation 
 Updated hanger plate FDA code to be “Hardware-Tower” 
 Added guidance on insulators out of plumb (“Replace” is appropriate in some 

circumstances) 
 Clarified prioritization around bird nests 
 Added additional examples of damage to polymer insulators 
 Changed FDA to -Repair around cotter keys 
 Added Table 7 from ETPM to handbook 
 Removed guidance for HV signs under distribution equipment 

4.0 9/2/2020 
 Updated language regarding sourcing documents 
 Updated condition codes across the entire handbook 
 Added updated Table 6 and changed name (Table 4) to reflect new ETPM Rev5 
 Added updated information on insulators from Job Aid 07 

5.0 02/10/2021 

 Updated hanger plate priorities in example photos 
 Added “Hardware-Tower” to reference FDA guide 
 Added emergency FDAs to example photos 
 Added notes on guy wire bonding 
 Changed FDA around missing climbing steps 
 Note added on replacing insulators when replacing hanger plates 
 Note updated on automatic splices on guys  
 Added note on degree of damage to HV signs requiring work 
 Replaced guidance on primary/secondary members with info from Job Aid 
 Added info on open jumpers 
 Updated Table 4 
 Updated FDAs around A tags to reflect “emergency” FDAs 
 Added switch, idle facility, signage, and vegetation sections, along with photos 
 Updated Job aid references 
 Updated FDAs and priorities throughout 

5.0 02/10/2021 

 Updated table numbers 
 Fixed table formatting 
 Removed table lines from around images 
 Added additional note on hanger plate and cold-end hardware tags 
 Added note on automatic splice locations 
 Implemented changes from standards team 

6.0 05/07/2021 

 Fixed some inconsistencies with respect to condition codes and prioritization 
 Added several pages of examples of damaged fiber (OPGW & ADSS) 
 Added example of a working shackle 
 Added example of TSP with open top 
 Resolved conflicting guidance on insulator chip size from JA-07 and ETPM. Used ETPM 

values 
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 Changed some FDAs (Foundation buried, working shackle present) 
 Changed guidance on how to handle tags for worn hanger plates and c-hooks 
 Added guidance on dampers on armor rod and preforms (shield wire) 
 Added guidance on unburied tabs on LDSPs 
 Added additional examples of vegetation 
 Added note on OPGW with insulators 

7.0 01/21/2022 

 Fixed table numbering issue 
 Added further examples of wood pole types (concrete, laminated, hybrid and EDEP) 
 Added example of HV sign above lowest point on conductor 
 Added example of missing danger sign on tower 
 Added example of fallen HV/danger sign on structure 
 Added example of congested framing and missing fiberglass rod 
 Added example of guy insulator installed mid-span on a guy 
 Added example of turnbuckles out of threads 
 Added example of crossarm staining on insulators 
 Added notes on primary vs secondary members and a note on bent vs “kinked” members 
 Added updated guidance on pole steps (2 adjacent steps must be missing for tag) 
 Included updated table from JA07 in insulator section 
 Added notes on covering crossarm openings on steel structures 
 Included installing raptor guard on 500kV structures when insulators contaminated 
 Added guidance on installing animal guards when missing 
 Further clarified what to do in the case of flashing for each insulator type 
 Added example of flashed post insulator 
 Added example of loose cotter key for straight type keys 
 Included further examples of contamination 
 Added examples of dead-end automatic shoes (to be replaced) 
 Added further examples of corona damage to porcelain bells 
 Added example of damaged to polymer insulator 
 Added examples of bent horizontal polymer post insulators 
 Added examples of corona damaged polymer insulator 
 Added example of tight J hooks 
 Added example of incorrect armor rod placement on ADSS 
 Updated link to JA12 in mastic section 
 Updated worn mastic photo 
 Added updated photos of vegetation around structures 
 Updated photo of switch blade out of position and associated FDA 
 Added examples of proper and improper platform grounding, and veg around platforms 
 Added example of unlocked switch cabinet 
 Added new section with some examples of component dimensions to be used for estimating 

distances 
 Added example of missing washers on king-pin pole top plate 
 Added examples of connectors being used in place of shoes on dead-ends 
 Added example of split bolt not bonded 
 Added example of non-standard fiberglass guy insulator 
 Added example of splice too close to suspension hardware 

8.0 01/20/2023 

 Added example of Lattice Steel Pole 
 Updated table 4 to reflect TD-8123P-103 
 Updated SME to IRS 
 Remove 'B' priority in all locations and corrected each to follow new standards 
 Updated Condition codes to follow new standards 
 Corrected all FDAs and priorities corresponding to example photos 
 Added example images for: high voltage signs, danger signs, structure numbers, visibility 

strips, unauthorized attachments, guy bonding, slack/loose guys, guy marker damage, not 
sectionalized guy, bent anchor, cattle guard, guy out of thimble, pole tracking, unauthorized 
climbing, pole top rot, bonding issues, mud sills, wood stub, debris foundations, soil erosion, 
mastic on LDSPs, rotten crossarms, twisting crossarms, raptor guard, worn paint, bent 
members, bent ladder, animal guards, missing dampers on 500kv, cross-ties, loose tie-wires, 
contaminated insulators, active arcing, chipped insulators, out of plumb insulators, tracking 
insulators, rusted caps, rusted pins, damaged grout, broken glass insulator, damaged 
polymer insulator, damaged corona rings, spill gaps, loose hardware, corroded hardware, 
cracked hardware, unseated hardware, missing hardware, out of standard hardware, 
OPGW, shield wire damaged, shield wire deadend tails, underbuilt OPGW, debris on 
conductor, damaged conductor, damaged/out of standard ampacts, conductor out of lay, 
bent/out of standard dampers, weights, spacers, splices, foundation damage, switch 
components, number of switches 

 Split bolt distance to bonded hardware clarification 
 Slotted hardware washers’ requirement updated 

8.1 01/30/2023 
 Figure 235 – right image change to condition 1, no notification required 
 Figure 46 – right example FDA corrected 
 Figure 23 – left image example corrected priority per JA13 pg16 

8.2 02/13/2023  Realign table of contents  
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 Updated: EDEP FDA usage, switch number tags, aerial markers, Figure 34 priority, Figure 180 
FDA, Figure 224 FDA, Foundation FDA’s, Switch ‘out of adjustment’ guidance, buried 
secondary members, cold end hardware FDA, climbing racks, steel guy markers, guy bob 
requirements, Figure 53 priority 
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Process 
Look at every image for indications of damage. Zoom in and scan the structure and all components for any 
damage or non-conformances with the ETPM. Using Sherlock, fill out the inspection form and generate 
notifications if required. Communicate frequently with your IRS (Inspection Review Specialist). 

Source documents 
When reviewing the inspection images, refer to the guidelines given in the ETPM (Electric Transmission 
Preventive Maintenance Manual) and example images provided in the AIR+ Team handbook. For quick 
reference, “Guide for Assigning Priority Codes” table, from the ETPM is provided in this handbook.  

This handbook is meant as a quick reference guide, and to provide example images. It is not a substitute for 
reading and understanding the official PG&E standards and job aids. If a discrepancy is found between official 
PG&E job aids or standards and this handbook, please defer to the official PG&E job aids and/or standards, and 
bring the discrepancy to the attention of team leadership for correction and improvement of the handbook. 

Condition Codes 
Inspect the structure using the Sherlock checklist. Determine the condition of each item. Consider all 
conditions to determine the appropriate Priority Code for any Notification, if required. 

When assigning condition codes, assign condition codes based on a “weakest-link”/“worst case” 
scenario: If one insulator earns a condition code of 5, and the other two receive a condition code of 1, 
the general insulator score for the structure should be a 5 – the worst score.  

Use your expertise and best judgement when assigning condition codes and selecting a worst case 
scenario 

 5 = Heavy Damage with Safety Concerns (generally A priority only) 

 4 = Heavy Damage (generally E+ priority only) 

 3 = Moderate Damage (generally E priority only) 

 2 = Light Damage (generally F notification) 

 1 = No Visible Damage (generally no notification) 
 

Definitions 
Span  The horizontal distance between two electrical support structures. 
Parent SAP For a 2 or 3 pole structure the parent SAP number is the main number for all poles in the 

structure. 
Child(ren) SAP For a 2 or 3 pole structure the child(ren) SAP number(s) is given to individual poles that are not 

the parent SAP. 
Connected A multi-pole structure physically connected to another (via crossarm or guy). Should be a 

parent/child 
Unconnected A multi-pole structure not physically connected to another (via crossarm or guy). Typically an 

A/B/C style structure which is flown together. Each structure is independent. 
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References 
The primary source for PG&E standards is the TIL: https://ecmappwlsp01c2.comp.pge.com/TILVIEWER. The 
following standards and job aids are available to you. This is not an exhaustive list and does not include all job 
standards or job aids available. Please reference the TIL for any and all up to date PG&E standards and 
technical documents. 

Anchors for Pole Line Guys 022221 TIL LINK 

ARMOR RODS AND TIES FOR ALUMINUM CONDUCTORS 028853 TIL LINK 

BONDING DETAILS FOR POLE LINES 06667 TIL LINK 

Buckarm Dead End Construction 015201 TIL LINK 

Clearance Tables CPUC 022158 TIL LINK 

CONNECTORS FOR TRANSMISSION CONDUCTORS 028854 TIL LINK 

Contruction Requirements for Pole Line Guys 022178 TIL LINK 

CORROSION AREA − OVERHEAD LINES 032911 TIL LINK 

Double Circuit Post Type Construction 043621 TIL LINK 

Exhibit 8 - Wood, Fiberglass/Composite Poles 60kV, 70kV, 115kV Fiberglass Guys Strain Insulator TIL LINK 
Exhibit 9 - Transmission Wood Pole Repair vs Replace Decision Tree TIL LINK 
G.O. 95 LINK 
Guy Grips Clamps and Splices 06537 TIL LINK 

HVA 500kV Tower Guying Details 333262 TIL LINK 

High Voltage Signs 015070 TIL LINK 

Insulation Districts for Overhead Line and Stations 026300 Rev1 (4.30.01) TIL LINK 

Marking Numbering and Identification 022168 TIL LINK 

METHOD OF BRIDGING TO PREVENT POLE FIRES 056845 TIL LINK 

METHODS FOR REPAIRING DAMAGED OVERHEAD LINES 028855 TIL LINK 

Pole Top Mounting Bracket for Three Post Insulators Wood Pole Lines 036509 TIL LINK 

Splices - Number in Transmission Lines TD-022487B-005 TIL LINK 

Suspension Type Insulators 015014 (Rev 10 8-15-17) TIL LINK 

TD-1006P-02 Switch maintenance and Inspection Program TIL LINK 

TD-1006S Switch Attachment photos TIL LINK 

TD-1009S Marking Guarding and Stepping T&D Towers and Lattice Poles TIL LINK 

TD-06537B-001 Automatic Guy Strand Dead Ends and Splices Supporting Transmission  TIL LINK 

TD-9213S Terms and Abbreviations  TIL LINK 

Three Pole Construction 115kV Wood Pole Lines 048875 TIL LINK 

Triangular and Flat Dead-End Construction 015082 TIL LINK 

Triangular Construction 115kV Wood Pole Lines 048873 TIL LINK 

Triangular Pin Type Construction 44-70kV Pole Lines 8 Ft Crossarm 015080 TIL LINK 

Triangular Post and Dead End Construction 056724 TIL LINK 

Triangular Post and Suspension Construction 053804 TIL LINK 

Triangular Post Type Construction 44-70kV Pole Lines 043620 TIL LINK 

Vertical and Delta Post Type Construction 045707 TIL LINK 

Vertical Angle Construction 44-115kV Pole Lines 015084 TIL LINK 

Vibration Damper Requirements 015073 TIL LINK 
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Job Aids 

TD-1001M-JA04   

Identifying Levels of Deterioration and Corrosion on Transmission Line Steel 
Structures and Supports 

TD-1001M-JA06   

Identifying Levels of Damage and Condition of Wood Poles and Non-Steel Framing on 
Transmission Line Structures and Supports 

TD-1001M-JA07   

Identifying Levels of Corrosion and Condition of Hardware and Insulators on 
Transmission Line Structures and Supports 

TD-1001M-JA08   

Identifying Levels of Damage and Condition of Animal Guards on Transmission Line 
Structures and Supports 

TD-1001M-JA09  

Identifying Maintenance Work on Bird Nests on Transmission Line Structures and 
Supports 

TD-1001M-JA10   

Identifying Conductor Conditions 

TD-1001M-JA11   

Evaluating Conditions of OPGW in Transmission Line 

TD-1001M-JA12  

Identifying Foundation Condition on Transmission Line Structures and Supports 

TD-1001M-JA13   

Identifying Levels of Damage and Condition of Guys and Anchors on Transmission 
Line Structures and Supports 

TD-1001M-JA14  

Identifying Levels of Damage and Condition of Splices on Transmission Line 
Structures and Supports 

TD-1001M-JA15  

Identifying Levels of Deterioration and Corrosion on Transmission Line Switches 

TD-1001M-JA20  

Evaluating Conditions for Vegetation Nonconformance in Transmission Line 

TD-1001M-JA21  

Evaluating Conditions of ADSS in Transmission Line 

TD-1001M-JA22  

Evaluating Conditions of Non-ADSS Lashed Fiber Cable in Transmission Line 
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Approximate component sizes 
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Figure 1 Diagrams indicating various dimensions of typical components. The above dimensions can be 
used to approximate distances in photos when no other options are available. 

  






































































































































































































































































































































